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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 77129 17.9 4.1 30 59.7 92
2 209 19.1 4.5 30 63.6 0.3
3 6134 19.7 3.8 30 65.8 7.3
4 64 18.8 3.8 30 62.8 0.1
5 205 17.9 4.4 30 59.8 0.2
6 83162 11.5 3.3 20 57.6 99.3
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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JH/EM/W71(2015) (iv) 


How does John Steinbeck use the character of Candy to highlight some aspects of 


American society in the 1930s? 


 


Candy is a physical embodiment of suffering during the 1930s, his right hand is missing, he 


complains of "gut ache" and he always scratches himself, displaying himself as a physical 


wreck. During the Great Depression one had to rely on their physical strength in order to 


acquire a job, in Candy's case because he is "old an' a cripple" and therefore can only 


swamp the bunk house. With age he has lost respect as swamping the bunk house on a 


ranch in the 30s was a derogatory job as if he served the other ranchers. The lack of respect 


is shown in various ways throughout the novella, Candy claims that he cannot go into town 


with the other men because he "ain't got the poop no more", but it could be because he has 


been rejected, and is left behind , another example is when his dog is shot by Carlson who 


then proceeds to clean the "lugger" he used to kill it in full view of the old swamper without 


regard for his feelings. Candy does not matter for he serves no use to the other men, at the 


beginning of his time in the book, Steinbeck describes him as a "stoop – shouldered old 


man" suggesting that at face value he is nothing but an "old swamper with no use to any 


one. Candy is aware of this and therefore knows that they'd "can" him "purty soon". Either 


that or he will work on the ranch until he is taken out "in a box", meaning that he'll work until 


he dies. Either way, candy face a bleak prospect, his life is over and he is no longer 


therefore of use for labour nor company , this is the reason why he receives no respect. 


 


The reason for his harsh rejection is because Steinbeck has used him as an example of the 


fate of all men on the ranch, including George. Whit, Carlson and Candy represent the basic 


life cycle that the typical rancher follows. Whit represent youth, he is young, naïve and 


materialistic, he claims that "a guy got to have fun sometime" and spends his money on 


drink and women at Suzy's place. Whit will mature to be Carlson who is brutal . and 


insensitive, he shoots Candy's dog without remorse and does not understand why George 


was upset after shooting Lennie asking "What the hell ya suppose is eating' them to guys?". 







JH/EM/W71(2015) (iv) 


The last stage of the life cycle is represented by Candy , who is at the end of his life, all men 


seem to know their fate and see it in Candy. This is why he's rejected, he's living proof that 


they too will grow old and have no use and therefore lose any dignity they ever had. During 


the Great Depression , many could not afford a pension and because of this could not retire 


with dignity. All men on the ranch are aware that this is their fate, they become hardened by 


loneliness from moving from ranch to ranch unable to form human bonds , and then they are 


weakened by the prospect of death and by the desolation of poor living conditions and 


gruelling work that cripple them as they grow old. 


 


Their rejection is demonstrated by the killing of Candy's dog. Candy, looks to his dog as a 


companion, he says that he'd had it "ever since he was a pup". This dog has been the only 


permanent procure in Candy's life, for during the Great Depression men could not afford 


many things that would've lasted long such as ornaments nor souvenirs., and often moved 


from ranch to ranch, nothing was permanent not secure, the Wall St crash in 1929 showed 


that things can change instantly from a booming industry in the 1920s to poverty in the 30s. 


Candy would've lived through the 20s and would've remembered its wealth and fortune 


perhaps better than the younger characters such as Whit, and his dog too, for they are both 


elderly, the dog to him is a relic from his past, and with the shooting of the dog, Steinbeck 


shows that his past has been rejected, he has no future for death is not far away from him 


being old and disabled, and now he has no past. The ranchers have rejected this man 


through his dog, they cannot kill him, so they kill his dog signifying that they are rid of him. 


He is now aware that he will be put on the "county", and left to fend for himself, a situation 


that he would not survive in his frail state, because of this we understand that the physical 


death of his god, is the metaphorical death for him, it seems that there is no hope in Candy 


ever having dignity at the end of his life after this. According to Carlson The dog "don't have 


no fun", this applies to Candy to , And he sees the true resentment and lack of pity shown by 


his fellow ranchers. 


 







JH/EM/W71(2015) (iv) 


But soon after the death of his dog he comes across the idea of the dream that George and 


Lennie share. The fact that he could bring purpose to them, that he would be giving his "350 


bucks" of his compensation money to fund the purpose of their farm, gives him dignity and 


respect from George and Lennie. From this point on , they acknowledge him, they see him 


as a friend, he taunts Curley's wife in Chapter 4 telling her that he has "fren's" displaying his 


new found confidence from the fact that there is life after the death of his dog and the 


supposed death of him. Before this , his only source of purpose was a guide in chapter 2, he 


was a gossip and Called Curley "scrappy" and his wife a "tart, showing bitterness and 


resentment to his employers. But in chapter 4, he has the confidcne to say to the face of 


Curley's wife that she has "floozy idears" and stating that he would not have to get a "lousy 


two bit job" if he were to be canned. In chapter 4, Candy is described as the "Master of the 


situation" asserting his new found confidence with his new found purpose. 


 


In my opinion, Candy , is not a weak character, but a weakened character who's fallen from 


grace. He seems to have lost his right hand in a farming accident , and from this would've 


began his life as a worthless cripple. This is mimicked by the event when Curley's hand is 


"bust" rendering him maluable and a ridicule. Candy's dog was also the £"best sheep dog" 


he'd ever seen. All of this suggests that Candy was once an excellent worker, but now 


rejected because of his useless state , in the fickle society of the 1930s, as in the great 


Depression employers could not afford to be kind to their employers and would have to 


dispose of them if too old or injured to work. The dream momentarily gave him back his 


strength, but as the dream becomes impossible once more, he "covered his face in his arm" 


signifying the end of his life. Candy tells George "I shouldn't aught to of let no stranger shoot 


my dog" for he understands that death comes for all end deep down always knew that his 


death as nothing but a rancher would be inevitable he tells George this as if he knew that 


some day Lennie too would have to die, and that he would not be able to survive without 


George, just like Candy's dog, even if it was his "greatest fear", Candy was always aware of 


his fate, as are all other characters in the story, who know they are trapped in a cycle.  












JH/EM/W71(2015) (vii) 


Both poets describe places where nature invades the man-made world.  Write about 


both poems and their effect on you.  Show how they are similar and how they are 


different. 


 


The poem 'City Lilacs' by Helen Dunmore is about how nature prevails in a man made world, 


"Lilac knows it must blossom". Regardless of human nature, the natural world "knows it 


must" come through and will be made apparant, regardless of the obstacles mankind puts in 


the way. 


Another similar poem to 'City Lilac' is "Huw's Farm" which is set in an abandoned coal 


mining village and where nature is slowly prevailing also. However, differently in 'Huw's 


Farm' the conquest is less obvious but still happens, described as “invading gently" whereas 


in 'City Lilacs' nature is "pushing" suggesting a perhaps more forceful change. 


 


Differently in 'City Lilacs', nature has to strongly battle against a busy urban man made area 


with 'crack haunted alleys' and landscaped motorway roundabouts'. All these things are 


manmade and concreit, showing them to be permanent and strong. However, in 'Huw's 


Farm', nature has to slowly repair the damage that man has done and abandoned 


"memories" "forgotten soil" "Vanished" and residue "all reflect that the place is now barren 


and not in use, meaning that the invasion is not a battle, but a repairing of damage. 


 


Both poems show how nature demands to be heard, with the 'April winds' in 'City Lilacs' 


causing young underdressed girls to "shiver" and similarly in "Huw's Farm" the wind is "rude" 


and "mocks" the failure of mankind. However, differently in 'City Lilacs' the wind is a threat or 


a scare perhaps to people of what could go wrong after all the damage they have caused to 


nature, whereas in 'Huw's Farm' the damage has already been done and that is why the 


wind 'mocks' it. Perhaps 'City Lilacs' is foreshadowing the tragedy that happened in 'Huw's 


Farm', 


 







JH/EM/W71(2015) (vii) 


'City Lilacs' and 'Huw's Farm' both put emphasis on the mistakes mankind makes. In 'City 


Lilacs', Helen Dunmore implies that mankind has got "lost in transactions of flesh and cash" 


perhaps hinting that man has forgotten its responsibility and has become infatuated with 


greed and wealth, causing us to be 'lost'. 'Huw's Farm' similarly suggests this giving an eerie 


atmosphere during the last stanza of the poem by referring to the industrial processes that 


destroyed nature, calling it the "dark fugue of industry and stubborn faith". This is written in 


past tense, and accuses humankind of being "stubborn" in faith, and too obsessed with 


"Industry". This is an almost bitter view of the past and clearly shows man's regrets. Both 


poems are very similar regarding this powerful message, although one is set during this 


developmental technological age with a reference to "mobiles" twice in 'City Lilacs', and the 


other talks about the "valley, pits" that overshadowed the nation during the industrial 


revolution when the call for coal was high so the contrast in context is clear. 


 


The strongest message in both poems is that although mankind ignorantly attempts to drown 


the voice of nature, nature will always prevail. The effect this has on the reader is one of 


guilt, even if not responsible personally for the "dust and smoke" due to the over production 


of coal in mining towns like in "Huw's Farm". "City Lilacs" certainly causes a strong sense of 


responsibility and guilt, as it's more relatable to the reader now, when the narrators refers to 


the litter that pollutes our world cause by us "crisp packets and cans". This awakens an 


environmental realisation in the inner conscience that mankind has forgotten its duty to 


preserve the beauty of the natural world, and the evidence of this are the derelict coal mining 


communities that were once crucial to a way of life, but now are left ins a "wilderness of 


deserted relics". Despite that we, as humans, attempt to distort nature and mould it into our 


ideal word, nature will always remain "invading gently" in "Huw's Farm" and demanding 


humanity 'bow down' in City Lilacs".  












JH/EM/W71(2015) (vii) 


Both poets describe places where nature invades the man-made world.  Write about 


both poems and their effect on you.  Show how they are similar and how they are 


different. 


 


The poem 'City Lilacs' by Helen Dunmore is about how nature prevails in a man made world, 


"Lilac knows it must blossom". Regardless of human nature, the natural world "knows it 


must" come through and will be made apparant, regardless of the obstacles mankind puts in 


the way. 


Another similar poem to 'City Lilac' is "Huw's Farm" which is set in an abandoned coal 


mining village and where nature is slowly prevailing also. However, differently in 'Huw's 


Farm' the conquest is less obvious but still happens, described as “invading gently" whereas 


in 'City Lilacs' nature is "pushing" suggesting a perhaps more forceful change. 


 


Differently in 'City Lilacs', nature has to strongly battle against a busy urban man made area 


with 'crack haunted alleys' and landscaped motorway roundabouts'. All these things are 


manmade and concreit, showing them to be permanent and strong. However, in 'Huw's 


Farm', nature has to slowly repair the damage that man has done and abandoned 


"memories" "forgotten soil" "Vanished" and residue "all reflect that the place is now barren 


and not in use, meaning that the invasion is not a battle, but a repairing of damage. 


 


Both poems show how nature demands to be heard, with the 'April winds' in 'City Lilacs' 


causing young underdressed girls to "shiver" and similarly in "Huw's Farm" the wind is "rude" 


and "mocks" the failure of mankind. However, differently in 'City Lilacs' the wind is a threat or 


a scare perhaps to people of what could go wrong after all the damage they have caused to 


nature, whereas in 'Huw's Farm' the damage has already been done and that is why the 


wind 'mocks' it. Perhaps 'City Lilacs' is foreshadowing the tragedy that happened in 'Huw's 


Farm', 


 



Sticky Note

A confident introduction: the candidate has studied the poems closely before putting pen to paper!  Key ideas in both poems and a thoughtful comparison point are included.



Sticky Note

There is interpretation, apt selection of evidence and comparison of ideas here - all high level skills.



Sticky Note

Gets into the detail of the poems while still interpreting and comparing.







JH/EM/W71(2015) (vii) 


'City Lilacs' and 'Huw's Farm' both put emphasis on the mistakes mankind makes. In 'City 


Lilacs', Helen Dunmore implies that mankind has got "lost in transactions of flesh and cash" 


perhaps hinting that man has forgotten its responsibility and has become infatuated with 


greed and wealth, causing us to be 'lost'. 'Huw's Farm' similarly suggests this giving an eerie 


atmosphere during the last stanza of the poem by referring to the industrial processes that 


destroyed nature, calling it the "dark fugue of industry and stubborn faith". This is written in 


past tense, and accuses humankind of being "stubborn" in faith, and too obsessed with 


"Industry". This is an almost bitter view of the past and clearly shows man's regrets. Both 


poems are very similar regarding this powerful message, although one is set during this 


developmental technological age with a reference to "mobiles" twice in 'City Lilacs', and the 


other talks about the "valley, pits" that overshadowed the nation during the industrial 


revolution when the call for coal was high so the contrast in context is clear. 


 


The strongest message in both poems is that although mankind ignorantly attempts to drown 


the voice of nature, nature will always prevail. The effect this has on the reader is one of 


guilt, even if not responsible personally for the "dust and smoke" due to the over production 


of coal in mining towns like in "Huw's Farm". "City Lilacs" certainly causes a strong sense of 


responsibility and guilt, as it's more relatable to the reader now, when the narrators refers to 


the litter that pollutes our world cause by us "crisp packets and cans". This awakens an 


environmental realisation in the inner conscience that mankind has forgotten its duty to 


preserve the beauty of the natural world, and the evidence of this are the derelict coal mining 


communities that were once crucial to a way of life, but now are left ins a "wilderness of 


deserted relics". Despite that we, as humans, attempt to distort nature and mould it into our 


ideal word, nature will always remain "invading gently" in "Huw's Farm" and demanding 


humanity 'bow down' in City Lilacs".  



Sticky Note

Addresses mood and says how it's created.



Sticky Note

Building a cohesive interpretation.  There are other interpretations of the poems' ideas and message which worked just as well for candidates.  How would you interpret the ideas each poet wants us to think about?  What evidence in the poems leads you to hold these views?



Sticky Note

This response includes comparison between the poems all the way through.  Other candidates wrote about each poem first, then compared them.  As long as there is a clear comparison, you can get high marks with either approach.



Text Box

Examiner CommentA confident and coherent interpretation and comparison, with apt and wide-ranging selection of references to support ideas.Perhaps a little more examination of language, style and effects created needed for higher marks.18 marks












JH/EM/W71(2015) (iv) 


How does John Steinbeck use the character of Candy to highlight some aspects of 


American society in the 1930s? 


 


Candy is a physical embodiment of suffering during the 1930s, his right hand is missing, he 


complains of "gut ache" and he always scratches himself, displaying himself as a physical 


wreck. During the Great Depression one had to rely on their physical strength in order to 


acquire a job, in Candy's case because he is "old an' a cripple" and therefore can only 


swamp the bunk house. With age he has lost respect as swamping the bunk house on a 


ranch in the 30s was a derogatory job as if he served the other ranchers. The lack of respect 


is shown in various ways throughout the novella, Candy claims that he cannot go into town 


with the other men because he "ain't got the poop no more", but it could be because he has 


been rejected, and is left behind , another example is when his dog is shot by Carlson who 


then proceeds to clean the "lugger" he used to kill it in full view of the old swamper without 


regard for his feelings. Candy does not matter for he serves no use to the other men, at the 


beginning of his time in the book, Steinbeck describes him as a "stoop – shouldered old 


man" suggesting that at face value he is nothing but an "old swamper with no use to any 


one. Candy is aware of this and therefore knows that they'd "can" him "purty soon". Either 


that or he will work on the ranch until he is taken out "in a box", meaning that he'll work until 


he dies. Either way, candy face a bleak prospect, his life is over and he is no longer 


therefore of use for labour nor company , this is the reason why he receives no respect. 


 


The reason for his harsh rejection is because Steinbeck has used him as an example of the 


fate of all men on the ranch, including George. Whit, Carlson and Candy represent the basic 


life cycle that the typical rancher follows. Whit represent youth, he is young, naïve and 


materialistic, he claims that "a guy got to have fun sometime" and spends his money on 


drink and women at Suzy's place. Whit will mature to be Carlson who is brutal . and 


insensitive, he shoots Candy's dog without remorse and does not understand why George 


was upset after shooting Lennie asking "What the hell ya suppose is eating' them to guys?". 



Sticky Note

Confident use of detail from the text.



Sticky Note

Most candidates recognised that Candy's old age affected him badly.  How does this candidate use the character's age to make much more substantial points here?  How are contextual factors used?  
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The last stage of the life cycle is represented by Candy , who is at the end of his life, all men 


seem to know their fate and see it in Candy. This is why he's rejected, he's living proof that 


they too will grow old and have no use and therefore lose any dignity they ever had. During 


the Great Depression , many could not afford a pension and because of this could not retire 


with dignity. All men on the ranch are aware that this is their fate, they become hardened by 


loneliness from moving from ranch to ranch unable to form human bonds , and then they are 


weakened by the prospect of death and by the desolation of poor living conditions and 


gruelling work that cripple them as they grow old. 


 


Their rejection is demonstrated by the killing of Candy's dog. Candy, looks to his dog as a 


companion, he says that he'd had it "ever since he was a pup". This dog has been the only 


permanent procure in Candy's life, for during the Great Depression men could not afford 


many things that would've lasted long such as ornaments nor souvenirs., and often moved 


from ranch to ranch, nothing was permanent not secure, the Wall St crash in 1929 showed 


that things can change instantly from a booming industry in the 1920s to poverty in the 30s. 


Candy would've lived through the 20s and would've remembered its wealth and fortune 


perhaps better than the younger characters such as Whit, and his dog too, for they are both 


elderly, the dog to him is a relic from his past, and with the shooting of the dog, Steinbeck 


shows that his past has been rejected, he has no future for death is not far away from him 


being old and disabled, and now he has no past. The ranchers have rejected this man 


through his dog, they cannot kill him, so they kill his dog signifying that they are rid of him. 


He is now aware that he will be put on the "county", and left to fend for himself, a situation 


that he would not survive in his frail state, because of this we understand that the physical 


death of his god, is the metaphorical death for him, it seems that there is no hope in Candy 


ever having dignity at the end of his life after this. According to Carlson The dog "don't have 


no fun", this applies to Candy to , And he sees the true resentment and lack of pity shown by 


his fellow ranchers. 


 



Sticky Note

An interesting idea here about why Candy is treated badly by the other workers, supported by close reference to the text and a clear understanding of context.  This kind of thoughtful, informed discussion impresses examiners.



Sticky Note

The candidate uses a key event in the character's story but again goes much further than most.  Look at the way context is integrated into the response to show a much deeper understanding of what the dog means to Candy.
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But soon after the death of his dog he comes across the idea of the dream that George and 


Lennie share. The fact that he could bring purpose to them, that he would be giving his "350 


bucks" of his compensation money to fund the purpose of their farm, gives him dignity and 


respect from George and Lennie. From this point on , they acknowledge him, they see him 


as a friend, he taunts Curley's wife in Chapter 4 telling her that he has "fren's" displaying his 


new found confidence from the fact that there is life after the death of his dog and the 


supposed death of him. Before this , his only source of purpose was a guide in chapter 2, he 


was a gossip and Called Curley "scrappy" and his wife a "tart, showing bitterness and 


resentment to his employers. But in chapter 4, he has the confidcne to say to the face of 


Curley's wife that she has "floozy idears" and stating that he would not have to get a "lousy 


two bit job" if he were to be canned. In chapter 4, Candy is described as the "Master of the 


situation" asserting his new found confidence with his new found purpose. 


 


In my opinion, Candy , is not a weak character, but a weakened character who's fallen from 


grace. He seems to have lost his right hand in a farming accident , and from this would've 


began his life as a worthless cripple. This is mimicked by the event when Curley's hand is 


"bust" rendering him maluable and a ridicule. Candy's dog was also the £"best sheep dog" 


he'd ever seen. All of this suggests that Candy was once an excellent worker, but now 


rejected because of his useless state , in the fickle society of the 1930s, as in the great 


Depression employers could not afford to be kind to their employers and would have to 


dispose of them if too old or injured to work. The dream momentarily gave him back his 


strength, but as the dream becomes impossible once more, he "covered his face in his arm" 


signifying the end of his life. Candy tells George "I shouldn't aught to of let no stranger shoot 


my dog" for he understands that death comes for all end deep down always knew that his 


death as nothing but a rancher would be inevitable he tells George this as if he knew that 


some day Lennie too would have to die, and that he would not be able to survive without 


George, just like Candy's dog, even if it was his "greatest fear", Candy was always aware of 


his fate, as are all other characters in the story, who know they are trapped in a cycle.  



Sticky Note

Another commonly used part of Candy's story, here used to show how the character changes.  Quotations are frequent, apt and precisely chosen here and show a really close knowledge of the text.



Sticky Note

Sometimes, weak expression and errors get in the way of this candidate's discussion of the character.  While SPAG is not assessed in Unit 1, it pays to make your ideas as clear as possible.



Text Box

Examiner CommentOriginal and confident analysis.  Clear focus on how the writer creates and uses the character.  Strong, integrated grasp of contextual factors and how they affect character.19 marks












Q.3 (b) How does Harper Lee use the character of Aunt Alexandra to highlight some aspects of 
American society at the time the novel is set? [20] 


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A04 (67%). 


0 marks Nothing worthy of credit. 


1-4 marks Responses will be brief and narrative.  There may be simple description of 
Alexandra as Atticus’ sister and of her main character traits. 


5-9 marks Answers may be narrative with some knowledge of main events and 
relationships which feature Alexandra, with perhaps some general 
opinions about the prevailing mores of the time and how Alexandra 
typifies some of them.  For 8-9, there will be some discussion of her 
relationships with others, such as Atticus or Scout, shown in different parts 
of the novel.   


10-14 marks Answers will still be dependent on narrative but with more apt selection of 
key areas, such as Alexandra’s behaviour when she arrives to take over 
Atticus’ household or after the trial. For 13-14, discussions will be more 
thorough and thoughtful, showing how Alexandra is used to highlight the 
snobbery and ingrained racism of Maycomb and its white society and 
perhaps to show the possibility of societal change after the trial. 


15-20 marks Answers will be evaluative and assured, showing a clear appreciation of 
how Harper Lee uses the character of Alexandra to provide a critique of 
1930s American society.  For 18-20, there will be some originality and 
analysis of the writer’s techniques and language and references will be 
wide-ranging and detailed. 


Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 


(c) In To Kill a Mockingbird, Atticus’s ideas about parenting are different from those of some 
other fathers in Maycomb.  How are the relationships between fathers and children 
presented in the novel?  Remember to support your answer with reference to the novel 
and to comment on its social, historical and cultural context. [20] 


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A04 (67%). 


0 marks Nothing worthy of credit. 


1-4 marks Simple awareness of how Atticus behaves as a father. 


5-9 marks Answers will be dependent on simple, general narrative, perhaps with 
some discussion of other fathers and children as well as Atticus, Jem and 
Scout. Some of the lessons Atticus teaches Jem and Scout may be 
addressed in generally relevant terms.  


10-14 marks Answers may still be narrative driven, but will show more selection of 
events and characters, such as the way Atticus is different as a parent 
from others such as Bob Ewell or Arthur Radley.  Some events which show 
how Atticus and other fathers behave towards their children may be given, 
such as Ewell’s treatment of Mayella and Boo Radley’s treatment by his 
father.  For 13-14, answers will refer more thoroughly to the way Atticus is 
seen as different from other fathers in his attitudes to black people or to 
guns and how other fathers are portrayed as more typical of their time. 


15-20 marks Answers will be cogent and astute, with assured use of relevant detail.  
There will be a confident understanding of Atticus’ role as a father and how 
the writer uses his parenting to show how society may progress.  Other 
father/child relationships may be examined closely to reveal how the writer 
uses them to criticise her society’s attitudes and values. 


   Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
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Both poets describe places where nature invades the man-made world.  Write about 


both poems and their effect on you.  Show how they are similar and how they are 


different. 


In poem A, City Lilacs, Dunmore depicts spring in a city, in which lilacs are blossoming 


everywhere they can. There is no consideration for where the flowers grow they simply 


blossom where they can. The city is overcome with the flowers. However, in poem B, Huw's 


Farm, the farm which was once a home has been left to overgrow. Poem A is set in the city 


and the nature is growing around human life but in poem B, nature is growing in the city, in 


the absence of human life. 


 


I think that in poem A, the poet wanted us to consider the lilacs as a metaphor for love. 


Dunmore believes that love is everywhere, is not chosen and does not make distinctions 


between people. In poem B, however, nature appears to be replacing the love and 


memories. The poet may have wanted us to consider how life moves on and once one life 


ends another begins and grows. Poem A is about how love is everywhere, whereas poem B 


is about life being replaced. 


 


In poem A, there is an optamistic atmosphere , as the lilacs , or love are blossoming 


everywhere. Also, there is a sense of the unknown. Life is continuing to move on but 


everyone seems oblivious to the lilacs growing about them. In poem B, there is a calm 


atmosphere, brought about by adverbs such as 'gently'. There is a sense of acceptance in 


the poem. The materials in the home are being reclaimed by nature and although the 


abandonment of the home is 'sad' we get the sense that life is moving on. The reference to 


God at the end makes us think that it's all part of a plan. Poem A has an optimistic 


atmosphere about what's to come whereas Poem B is accepting of the life in the home being 


replaced. 


 



Highlight



Highlight



Highlight



Sticky Note

The candidate attempts an opening paragraph summarising the main ideas of each poem with the beginning of a comparison.  However, look at the highlighted comments.  Why did the examiner write 'lacking some precision' here?



Sticky Note

Some thoughtful ideas and comparison points here although they lack support from the poems.  Which references could be used to strengthen this paragraph?



Sticky Note

Again, good ideas with limited evidence from the poems.  This is a common fault and just needs supporting references to improve the mark.



Sticky Note

There's a lot of understanding of each poem's mood here.  The mark could so easily have been higher with supporting references.  Rewrite the paragraph with evidence from the poems.
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In poem A the stanza lengths alternate between three and four lines long. This could be to 


symbolise the changing seasons. Throughout the poem, there are asyndetic lists of places 


where the lilacs are growing. This is to create the impression that the places where the lilacs 


can bloom are endless. Also, the line, "In crack-haunted alleys, overhangs' is repeated, 


which could suggests that people can love again. In poem B the structure isn't ordered.  


There are no stanzas and there is a lot of enjambement which could could suggest how wild 


nature is and that it isn't ordered , but grows freely. Personification is also used throughout 


the poem. For example, 'the rude wind mocks'. This could be to imply how the absence of 


humans has brought the nature to life. 


 


Personally I prefer poem B to poem A. I prefer the ideas behind poem B and find that the 


structure and use of vocabulary have more purpose than in poem A. I found poem A to 


structured. There is a recurring pattern which contrasts the wild nature of the lilacs. 


However, I liked the use of lilacs as a metaphor. In poem B, I found the lack of structure 


effective with the ideas , dispite it appearing difficult to approach. I enjoyed reading the 


description and found the setting easy to imagine. I prefered the structure and ideas in poem 


B to poem A, however I found the imagery in both poems equally as effective.  



Sticky Note

How?  Why?



Highlight



Sticky Note

How?  Why?



Sticky Note

How does personification do this?



Sticky Note

The candidate identifies some poetic techniques here but does not show or explain how the techniques produce the effects claimed.  Again, a common error.



Sticky Note

A simple statement of preference is not the same as a 'personal response' which is essential for a good mark.  Engaging with and comparing the ideas, mood, style of the poems in your own way is what 'personal response' means to an examiner.



Text Box

Examiner CommentThere is some understanding of key ideas in both poems and some sustained comparison.  Some ideas lack detailed support from the poems and the language/style is not examined closely.12 marks
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Both poets describe places where nature invades the man-made world.  Write about 


both poems and their effect on you.  Show how they are similar and how they are 


different. 


In poem A, City Lilacs, Dunmore depicts spring in a city, in which lilacs are blossoming 


everywhere they can. There is no consideration for where the flowers grow they simply 


blossom where they can. The city is overcome with the flowers. However, in poem B, Huw's 


Farm, the farm which was once a home has been left to overgrow. Poem A is set in the city 


and the nature is growing around human life but in poem B, nature is growing in the city, in 


the absence of human life. 


 


I think that in poem A, the poet wanted us to consider the lilacs as a metaphor for love. 


Dunmore believes that love is everywhere, is not chosen and does not make distinctions 


between people. In poem B, however, nature appears to be replacing the love and 


memories. The poet may have wanted us to consider how life moves on and once one life 


ends another begins and grows. Poem A is about how love is everywhere, whereas poem B 


is about life being replaced. 


 


In poem A, there is an optamistic atmosphere , as the lilacs , or love are blossoming 


everywhere. Also, there is a sense of the unknown. Life is continuing to move on but 


everyone seems oblivious to the lilacs growing about them. In poem B, there is a calm 


atmosphere, brought about by adverbs such as 'gently'. There is a sense of acceptance in 


the poem. The materials in the home are being reclaimed by nature and although the 


abandonment of the home is 'sad' we get the sense that life is moving on. The reference to 


God at the end makes us think that it's all part of a plan. Poem A has an optimistic 


atmosphere about what's to come whereas Poem B is accepting of the life in the home being 
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In poem A the stanza lengths alternate between three and four lines long. This could be to 


symbolise the changing seasons. Throughout the poem, there are asyndetic lists of places 


where the lilacs are growing. This is to create the impression that the places where the lilacs 


can bloom are endless. Also, the line, "In crack-haunted alleys, overhangs' is repeated, 


which could suggests that people can love again. In poem B the structure isn't ordered.  


There are no stanzas and there is a lot of enjambement which could could suggest how wild 


nature is and that it isn't ordered , but grows freely. Personification is also used throughout 


the poem. For example, 'the rude wind mocks'. This could be to imply how the absence of 


humans has brought the nature to life. 


 


Personally I prefer poem B to poem A. I prefer the ideas behind poem B and find that the 


structure and use of vocabulary have more purpose than in poem A. I found poem A to 


structured. There is a recurring pattern which contrasts the wild nature of the lilacs. 


However, I liked the use of lilacs as a metaphor. In poem B, I found the lack of structure 


effective with the ideas , dispite it appearing difficult to approach. I enjoyed reading the 


description and found the setting easy to imagine. I prefered the structure and ideas in poem 


B to poem A, however I found the imagery in both poems equally as effective.  
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How does John Steinbeck create mood and atmosphere here?  Refer closely to the 


extract in your answer. 


Steinbeck creates a fairly peaceful mood and atmosphere at the start of this extract but also 


shows underlying tensions between George and Lennie. 


 


At the beginning of the extract, the men 'sat by the fire' and 'chewed mightily' which shows 


that they have access to warmth and food and creates a mood of contentment. George asks 


'What you gonna say tomorrow?' to Lennie who knows that giving the wrong answer could 


lead to negative consequences. Lennie's face is 'concentrated' as he tries to answer since 


he knows the importance of getting it right. George says 'Maybe you're getting' better' and 


creates a hopeful and optimistic mood since she is forecasting improvements in their lives. 


 


Lennie says that he 'can remember this [place]. Di'n't I remember about not gonna say a 


word?' This is ironic because Lennie later forgets about his promise to not speak to the boss. 


The fact that Lennie can remember the Salinas Valley also foreshadows negative events 


because he should only come there if he 'gets into trouble'. Steinbeck creates a more tense 


atmosphere here and, through his foreshadowing, wons the reader that something will 


happen to force Lennie to return. 


 


We are told that the 'sphere of light grew smaller' as the fire dies down. This is ominous as 


the light could represent goodness of hope and the absence of light is now showing that little 


hope or goodness is present in the futures of George and Lennie. This is proved when 


George ridicules his own dream, saying that they will have 'Red and blue and green rabbits' 


and making it seem like he doesn't believe the dream will come true. 


 


The last words spoken in the extract also create an ominous mood. George tells Lennie to 


'go to hell' which contrasts with the eden-like heaven of the Salinas Valley and foreshadows 


death – or entry into heaven or hell. Steinbeck tells us a 'coyote yemmered' which uses 



Sticky Note

A strong opening:  clear understanding of the surface mood of the extract as well as some of the subtleties involved.  A good introduction gives the response a clear sense of purpose and focus. 



Highlight



Sticky Note

The highlighted words show how to interpret the references selected for more marks.  'Contentment' is a good choice to describe the mood here.  Why is is better than 'happiness'?  Are there other suitable words you could choose? 



Highlight



Sticky Note

The candidate looks closely at the relationship between the men at this point but again pinpoints the mood at this precise moment in the extract.



Sticky Note

The candidate picks up on the tension here and shows how it is created.  Knowing what happens in other parts of the text is useful to answer the extract question, but better when clearly relevant to the question asked. 



Sticky Note

The symbolism of the light is used well here.  Notice how the candidate suggests what it 'could' mean rather than claiming to know what the writer intended!  This analysis of language and the effects created by it is a sign of a good, high level response.



Highlight



Sticky Note

A perceptive comment.  The candidate picks up the rather bitter-sweet impact of George's comment on the rabbits and links it with the previous point about hope for the future.Very nicely done.
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onomatopoeia to create a clear picture of a sound and reminds George and Lennie of the 


presence of predators and danger adding to the ominous mood. The 'sycamore leaves 


whispered' at the end of the extract with the word 'whispered' suggesting fear and secrets 


and implying that the writer and the reader know something that George and Lennie do not – 


there are bad events to come.  


 



Sticky Note

The candidate sees an 'ominous' mood in the last section of the extract and finds details to support this view.  Other candidates showed equally successfully how the writer creates a mood of gentle humour, affectionate companionship and peace.  Which interpretation do you find more convincing?  Try rewriting the last paragraph to convince the examiner of the humour/friendship/peace interpretation.



Text Box

Examiner CommentThoughtful commentary, focused on mood and atmosphere throughout, well supported by detailed references to text.8 marks
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UNIT 1 - FOUNDATION TIER 


 


SECTION A 
 


Q.1 Of Mice and Men 
 
 (a) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question: 
 


What do you think of the way George and Lennie speak and behave here?  Give reasons 
for what you say and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the 
extract.                       [10]  
 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (50%) and A02 (50%). 


 


0 marks Nothing worthy of credit. 
 


1 mark Very brief, with only cursory reference to what happens in the extract. 
 


2-4 marks Brief responses, with simple and often general, unsupported comments 
about George and Lennie. 
 


5-7 marks More focus and selection of relevant detail, such as George’s anxiety and 
care for Lennie. 
 


8-10 marks Clear and detailed discussion of the scene, with apt reference to key 
areas such as George’s protectiveness of Lennie and the affection shown 
between them. 


 
 
 
 


 (b) Write about Candy and the way he is affected by the society in which he lives. 
 
  Think about: 
   


 what you learn about his past; 


 her relationships with others on the ranch; 


 her behaviour at different points in the novel; 


 anything else you think important.      [20] 
 


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A04 (67%). 
 


0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 
 


1-4 marks  Very brief, often simple narrative, lacking in relevance to the question. 
 


5-9 marks  Brief, with possibly insecure knowledge of characters and events.  Very 
simple awareness of Candy as an old man on the ranch. 
 


10-14 marks  Emerging discussion, with some knowledge of key features of Candy’s 
character, such as his old age and his fears for the future. There may be a 
little discussion of events involving Candy such as the killing of his dog or 
his offer of money to join George and Lennie’s dream. 
 


15-20 marks  Sound knowledge of the text shown with some straightforward discussion of 


Candy and how he reflects his society.  For example, some reference to his 


vulnerability as an old man in a young man’s world, his future in an uncaring 


society or what his dog means to him.  


  Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
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3. To Kill a Mockingbird


Answer part (a) and either part (b) or part (c).


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (a), and about 40 minutes on part (b) or
part (c).


 (a) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


How does Harper Lee present Miss Maudie here? Refer closely to the extract in 
your answer. 


[10]


Either,


 (b) How does Harper Lee use the character of Aunt Alexandra to highlight some aspects of 
American society at the time the novel is set? [20]


 Or,


 (c) In To Kill a Mockingbird, Atticus’s ideas about parenting are different from those of 
some other fathers in Maycomb. How are the relationships between fathers and children 
presented in the novel? Remember to support your answer with reference to the novel 
and to comment on its social, historical and cultural context. [20]


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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Miss Maudie hated her house: time spent indoors was time wasted. She was a widow, a chameleon 
lady who worked in her flower-beds in an old straw hat and men’s coveralls, but after her five o’clock 
bath she would appear on the porch and reign over the street in magisterial beauty.


She loved everything that grew in God’s earth, even the weeds. With one exception. If she found 
a blade of nut-grass in her yard it was like the Second Battle of the Marne: she swooped down upon 
it with a tin tub and subjected it to blasts from beneath with a poisonous substance she said was so 
powerful it’d kill us all if we didn’t stand out of the way.


‘Why can’t you just pull it up?’ I asked, after witnessing a prolonged campaign against a blade not 
three inches high.


‘Pull it up, child, pull it up?’ She picked up the limp sprout and squeezed her thumb up its tiny stalk. 
Microscopic grains oozed out. ‘Why, one sprig of nut-grass can ruin a whole yard. Look here. When 
it comes fall this dries up and the wind blows it all over Maycomb County!’ Miss Maudie’s face likened 
such an occurrence unto an Old Testament pestilence.


Her speech was crisp for a Maycomb County inhabitant. She called us by all our names, and when 
she grinned she revealed two minute gold prongs clipped to her eye-teeth. When I admired them and 
hoped I would have some eventually, she said, ‘Look here.’ With a click of her tongue she thrust out 
her bridgework, a gesture of cordiality that cemented our friendship.


Miss Maudie’s benevolence extended to Jem, and Dill, whenever they paused in their pursuits: we 
reaped the benefits of a talent Miss Maudie had hitherto kept hidden from us. She made the best 
cakes in the neighbourhood. When she was admitted into our confidence, every time she baked she 
made a big cake and three little ones, and she would call across the street: ‘Jem Finch, Scout Finch,  
Charles Baker Harris, come here!’ Our promptness was always rewarded.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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How does Harper Lee present Miss Maudie here?  Refer closely to the extract in your 


answer. 


 


Miss Maudie is presented as Scout's perfect role model. Miss Maudie was a "lady" but she 


still loved to work in her "flower beds". She worked in an old straw hat and men's overalls." 


Scout is criticized throughout the novel for wearing overalls but Miss Maudie wears them to 


work in her garden and this is why she is a perfect role model for Scout. 


 


The narrator (Scout) also states: "Miss Maudie hated her house." This is a reference to when 


her house burns down and Miss Maudie remains stoical even though all her possessions are 


being burned. 


 


Miss Maudie loved "everything that grew in God's earth" except nut-grass. "One spring of 


nut-grass can ruin a whole yard." Nut-grass symbolises racism in the novel and Miss Maudie 


is very critical of American society at the time the novel is set.  


 


Therefore the "poisonous substance" could be her critical views of racism in the south in the 


30s. 


 


Miss Maudie is used by Harper Lee as a mouthpiece a way to tell the reader what she really 


means but using Miss Maudie meant she had to be friends with them. 


 


This friendship is "cemented" and therefore Harper Lee can use Miss Maudie as an other 


voice of reason but also an other teacher for Scout. 


 



Sticky Note

Some selection of detail from extract.  Sensible comment about Maudie as role model for Scout, using knowledge of text as whole.However, the selected references are not examined to show what is revealed about Maudie in them.



Sticky Note

Selects an interesting reference and offers a different example of the same idea from the wider text.  But what is really implied here about Miss Maudie's attitude to her house and garden?



Sticky Note

Shows a good knowledge of Miss Maudie's character.  How might the image of nutgrass have been more carefully unpicked?



Sticky Note

Some opportunities for language analysis are missed in this section.  Find some more striking examples of images and language use in the first half of the extract.  What do they tell us about what Maudie is like?



Sticky Note

A rather confused/confusing sentence.  



Sticky Note

Clear understanding of how the writer uses the character of Maudie. The relationship between Maudie and Scout is important but how could this point be made with closer reference to the extract?



Text Box

Examiner CommentThe candidate shows a good knowledge of the character.  There is some selection of references for comment.  Lacks close focus on the language and ideas in the extract itself.



Sticky Note

6 marksUsing the examiner's comment, how could the response be improved?  Try rewriting the response for a higher mark.
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How does Harper Lee present Miss Maudie here?  Refer closely to the extract in your 


answer. 


 


Miss Maudie is presented as Scout's perfect role model. Miss Maudie was a "lady" but she 


still loved to work in her "flower beds". She worked in an old straw hat and men's overalls." 


Scout is criticized throughout the novel for wearing overalls but Miss Maudie wears them to 


work in her garden and this is why she is a perfect role model for Scout. 


 


The narrator (Scout) also states: "Miss Maudie hated her house." This is a reference to when 


her house burns down and Miss Maudie remains stoical even though all her possessions are 


being burned. 


 


Miss Maudie loved "everything that grew in God's earth" except nut-grass. "One spring of 


nut-grass can ruin a whole yard." Nut-grass symbolises racism in the novel and Miss Maudie 


is very critical of American society at the time the novel is set.  
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Both poets describe places where nature invades the man-made world.  Write about 


both poems and their effect on you.  Show how they are similar and how they are 


different. 


 


Both poems 'Huw's Farm' and 'City Lilacs" use enjambment in parts and lists.  This creates a 


rhythm but also lets it flow. 


 


City Lilacs has quite a dark beginning. The poet describes "crack-haunted alleyways" and 


"photos of sour earth". It seems that Dunmore is criticizing the city. The second stanza 


consists of four lines which are listing things the poet can see, hear and feel. The repetition 


of "Where" could imply the somewhat dullness of city life: Dunmore explains that "girls shiver 


in April winds which is controlled with lilacs blossom being taken by "warm wind". The poet 


seems to be making contrast between the dull, grayscale manner of city life. Where people 


"with mobiles make urgent conversation" to the beautiful Lilac blossom "like love".   


 


Dunmore then repeats the opening. "In crack-haunted alleys." and then makes a reference 


similar to the next line in the opening stanza about gardens and then a reference to trash 


and rubbish. Repeating these similar points emphasises what Dunmore is trying to do which 


is compare the beauty of this "City Lilac" and the grey metropolis the lilac is in. "Here the city 


lilacs release their sweet, wild perfume". Which means the lilac is trying to brighten the place 


up a little but inevitably the boring, dull city life causes the lilac to "bow down". 


 


The title "Huw's Farm" is already the opposite to "City Lilacs". As "Huw's Farm" consists of a 


name and a Farm out of town place and "City Lilacs" is a plant and a place which is in the 


centre of attention. There is lots of contrast in the title "City Lilacs" because cities tend to be 


quite grey and the lilacs are a bright purple but 'Huw's Farm' is quite a dull title for a poem 


which makes it intriguing. 


 



Sticky Note

This is not a good introduction!  Although the response gets much better, can you rewrite the opening to show an understanding of the key ideas in both poems?



Sticky Note

The candidate shows a clear understanding of the main technique of the poem: a contrast between the ugly city and the beautiful lilacs. Ideas are supported by details from the poem.



Highlight



Sticky Note

Nicely concise description.



Sticky Note

The beginnings of an interpretation here.  Clear ideas about meaning.



Sticky Note

Some attempt to compare settings in the poems.
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Morgan first of all personifies nature by giving it fingers this is a common personification for 


example Mother Nature. The poet mainly describes a derilict farm house. "Shattered 


windows" grin under creeping green tacks "the locks re the over grown plants growing all 


over the house. Morgan personifies the wind as making "The Empty rooms" I believe the 


poet wanted the reader to think that the mockery would be the wind howling through the 


derilict farm house. This is the only reference to sound and it's not event that obvious unlike 


in "City Lilacs" where men "make urgent conversation", "landscaped motorway" "where 


mobiles ring " and the last line "heavy rain". This highlights the difference between city life 


and a Farm house in the country. The poet goes on to describe the yard. "forgotten soil", 


"lets in a tide of couch grass" and "a rust rippled plough" are similar descriptions to the "plots 


of sour earth that pass for gardens" and the "front garden abandoned to crisp packets and 


cans," Unlike eachother the places the poets describe are in different states for example the 


city is still teeming with people where as Huw's farmyard has been abandoned. But similarly 


the poets both use a dark and dingy atmosphere. to describe the two places. Both poets do 


hint at positives. In 'Huw's Farm' Morgan hints at memories of a family and in 'City Lilacs' 


Dunmore tries to lighten the mood by explaining the Lilacs blossoming. But both positives 


"then bow down" to the grey and dark atmosphere that is presented. Both poems are 


effective because they repeat similar points to emphasise the poets initial point. 


 


 



Sticky Note

A strong paragraph.  Some thoughtful comparison of language and style, a lot of detailed references.  What does each poet have to say about nature though?  There could be more interpretation here.



Text Box

Examiner CommentCompares ideas and stylistic features.  Clear grasp of ideas, detailed reference to the texts.  Stops short of an interpretative approach.14 marks
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How does John Steinbeck create mood and atmosphere here?  Refer closely to the 


extract in your answer. 


Steinbeck creates a fairly peaceful mood and atmosphere at the start of this extract but also 


shows underlying tensions between George and Lennie. 


 


At the beginning of the extract, the men 'sat by the fire' and 'chewed mightily' which shows 


that they have access to warmth and food and creates a mood of contentment. George asks 


'What you gonna say tomorrow?' to Lennie who knows that giving the wrong answer could 


lead to negative consequences. Lennie's face is 'concentrated' as he tries to answer since 


he knows the importance of getting it right. George says 'Maybe you're getting' better' and 


creates a hopeful and optimistic mood since she is forecasting improvements in their lives. 


 


Lennie says that he 'can remember this [place]. Di'n't I remember about not gonna say a 


word?' This is ironic because Lennie later forgets about his promise to not speak to the boss. 


The fact that Lennie can remember the Salinas Valley also foreshadows negative events 


because he should only come there if he 'gets into trouble'. Steinbeck creates a more tense 


atmosphere here and, through his foreshadowing, wons the reader that something will 


happen to force Lennie to return. 


 


We are told that the 'sphere of light grew smaller' as the fire dies down. This is ominous as 


the light could represent goodness of hope and the absence of light is now showing that little 


hope or goodness is present in the futures of George and Lennie. This is proved when 


George ridicules his own dream, saying that they will have 'Red and blue and green rabbits' 


and making it seem like he doesn't believe the dream will come true. 


 


The last words spoken in the extract also create an ominous mood. George tells Lennie to 


'go to hell' which contrasts with the eden-like heaven of the Salinas Valley and foreshadows 


death – or entry into heaven or hell. Steinbeck tells us a 'coyote yemmered' which uses 
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onomatopoeia to create a clear picture of a sound and reminds George and Lennie of the 


presence of predators and danger adding to the ominous mood. The 'sycamore leaves 


whispered' at the end of the extract with the word 'whispered' suggesting fear and secrets 


and implying that the writer and the reader know something that George and Lennie do not – 


there are bad events to come.  


 












City Lilacs


In crack-haunted alleys, overhangs,
plots of sour earth that pass for gardens,
in the space between wall and wheelie bin,


where men with mobiles make urgent conversation,
where bare-legged girls shiver in April winds,
where a new mother stands on her doorstep and blinks
at the brightness of morning, so suddenly born –


in all these places the city lilacs are pushing
their cones of blossom into the spring
to be taken by the warm wind.


Lilac, like love, makes no distinction.
It will open for anyone.
Even before love knows that it is love
lilac knows it must blossom.


In crack-haunted alleys, in overhangs,
in somebody’s front garden
abandoned to crisp packets and cans,


on landscaped motorway roundabouts,
in the depths of parks
where men and women are lost in transactions
of flesh and cash, where mobiles ring


and the deal is done – here the city lilacs
release their sweet, wild perfume
then bow down, heavy with rain.


Helen Dunmore


Huw’s Farm


Up at Huw’s farm, nature
Is invading gently, fingering
Its way over a wilderness of deserted
Relics. Here, Huw, Rachel
And two sons once toiled
On a bare hill blotted
With cones of slag* and memories.
Now shattered windows grin
Under creeping green locks
And the rude wind mocks
The empty rooms inhabited
By the curious sad silence of
Vanished people and homely residue.
Out in the brambled yard a rust
Crippled plough is sinking into
Forgotten soil and a toppled
Dry wall lets in the tide of
Couch grass from the hill breast.
Down in the valley, pits,
Vague through dust and smoke,
Whisper the dark fugue of
Industry and stubborn faith
Under a chapel eye of God.


Robert Morgan


* cones of slag – heaps of mining waste
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SECTION B


Spend about 1 hour on this section. Think carefully about the poems before you write your answer.


Both poets describe places where nature invades the man-made world.


6. Write about both poems and their effect on you. Show how they are similar and how they 
are different.


 You may write about each poem separately and then compare them, or make comparisons 
where appropriate in your answer as a whole. [20]
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Both poets describe places where nature invades the man-made world.  Write about 


both poems and their effect on you.  Show how they are similar and how they are 


different. 


 


Both poems 'Huw's Farm' and 'City Lilacs" use enjambment in parts and lists.  This creates a 


rhythm but also lets it flow. 


 


City Lilacs has quite a dark beginning. The poet describes "crack-haunted alleyways" and 


"photos of sour earth". It seems that Dunmore is criticizing the city. The second stanza 


consists of four lines which are listing things the poet can see, hear and feel. The repetition 


of "Where" could imply the somewhat dullness of city life: Dunmore explains that "girls shiver 


in April winds which is controlled with lilacs blossom being taken by "warm wind". The poet 


seems to be making contrast between the dull, grayscale manner of city life. Where people 


"with mobiles make urgent conversation" to the beautiful Lilac blossom "like love".   


 


Dunmore then repeats the opening. "In crack-haunted alleys." and then makes a reference 


similar to the next line in the opening stanza about gardens and then a reference to trash 


and rubbish. Repeating these similar points emphasises what Dunmore is trying to do which 


is compare the beauty of this "City Lilac" and the grey metropolis the lilac is in. "Here the city 


lilacs release their sweet, wild perfume". Which means the lilac is trying to brighten the place 


up a little but inevitably the boring, dull city life causes the lilac to "bow down". 


 


The title "Huw's Farm" is already the opposite to "City Lilacs". As "Huw's Farm" consists of a 


name and a Farm out of town place and "City Lilacs" is a plant and a place which is in the 


centre of attention. There is lots of contrast in the title "City Lilacs" because cities tend to be 


quite grey and the lilacs are a bright purple but 'Huw's Farm' is quite a dull title for a poem 


which makes it intriguing. 
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Morgan first of all personifies nature by giving it fingers this is a common personification for 


example Mother Nature. The poet mainly describes a derilict farm house. "Shattered 


windows" grin under creeping green tacks "the locks re the over grown plants growing all 


over the house. Morgan personifies the wind as making "The Empty rooms" I believe the 


poet wanted the reader to think that the mockery would be the wind howling through the 


derilict farm house. This is the only reference to sound and it's not event that obvious unlike 


in "City Lilacs" where men "make urgent conversation", "landscaped motorway" "where 


mobiles ring " and the last line "heavy rain". This highlights the difference between city life 


and a Farm house in the country. The poet goes on to describe the yard. "forgotten soil", 


"lets in a tide of couch grass" and "a rust rippled plough" are similar descriptions to the "plots 


of sour earth that pass for gardens" and the "front garden abandoned to crisp packets and 


cans," Unlike eachother the places the poets describe are in different states for example the 


city is still teeming with people where as Huw's farmyard has been abandoned. But similarly 


the poets both use a dark and dingy atmosphere. to describe the two places. Both poets do 


hint at positives. In 'Huw's Farm' Morgan hints at memories of a family and in 'City Lilacs' 


Dunmore tries to lighten the mood by explaining the Lilacs blossoming. But both positives 


"then bow down" to the grey and dark atmosphere that is presented. Both poems are 


effective because they repeat similar points to emphasise the poets initial point. 
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SECTION B 


 


Both poets describe places where nature invades the man-made world. 


 


Q.6 City Lilacs by Helen Dunmore/Huw’s Farm by Robert Morgan. 


 


 Write about the poems and their effect on you. Show how they are similar and how they are 


different.  


 


 You may write about each poem separately and then compare them, or make comparisons where 


appropriate in your answer as a whole.                         [20] 


 


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (25%), A02 (25%) and A03 (50%) 


0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 


 


 


1-4 marks  


 


Mostly simple, general comments on the poems.  The response will probably be 
brief, with simple, basic points of comparison about content, such as both poets’ 
description of nature. 
 


 


5-9 marks  There may be awareness of some of the ideas in the poems, such as the 
resilience of the lilacs in the first poem.  In Huw’s Farm, the history of the farm 
which is now covered by nature may be noted.  Some basic comparison with the 
first poet’s depiction of nature and the man-made world may be made. 
 


 


10-14 marks  Focused use of the details in the poems and thoughtful discussion of the way the 
poets describe nature as oblivious to human interaction and history.  Candidates 
may note the grim environment in the first poem and the sad atmosphere of the 
second.  The poet’s admiration and respect for nature in the first poem may be 
mentioned, perhaps with reference to the nostalgia for the past evoked in the 
second.   
 


 


15-20 marks  An assured analysis of both poems and perceptive probing of subtext.  The 
significance of the lilac as a symbol of resilience may be explored and the idea of 
nature reclaiming what once belonged to human society in the second. There will 
be a clear appreciation of how both poets use language to achieve specific 
effects, such as the contrasting images of bleakness and hope in the first poem 
and the poet’s evocation of a lost homestead in the second. Confident links and 
comparisons will be made, with subtlety and range, and an awareness of 
ambiguity and possible interpretations, for 18-20. 
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In To Kill a Mockingbird, Atticus’s ideas about parenting are different from those of 


some other fathers in Maycomb.  How are the relationships between fathers and 


children presented in the novel?  Remember to support you answer with reference to 


the novel and to comment on its social, historical and cultural context. 


 


Atticus's ideas of parenting were quite different to other fathers in Maycomb. Atticus led by 


example, and tried and tested his maxim through the novel. He stuck with what he believed 


in, showing a positive attitude on life to his children. Although the children were quite 


independant, the children always turned to Atticus when it was needed. And Atticus always 


gave a respectful, thoughtful answers. 


 


Atticus was a bit older than the other fathers of Maycomb. At the beginning of the novel the 


kids wanted to play 'football' with him. But due to his age he couldn't. But as the novel 


unfolded he won his childrens respect in other ways. Such as when he shot the wild dog and 


was called "the best shooter in Maycomb". The children greatly respected Atticus and, Jem 


especially, followed his example. 


 


The trial was the climax of the novel. Atticus was defending a black man; Tom Robinson. In 


the eyes of Maycomb, and in the words of Mrs Dubose "Atticus was as good a man as that 


niger he was defending." But Atticus stuck with his morals and purservied throughout the 


trial. Although Atticus knew he fighting a loosing battle. He showed "real courage". He stuck 


with what he believed in and didn't give up something which he wanted his kids to do – show 


"real courage".  


 


Even Scout was confused with his father's thoughts. She asked "Are you really a nigger-


lover" and he replied "I love everyone as equals." This is a good example of his parenting. 


He's teaching his kids to "love everyone as equals". Which is the way he wanted them to be. 


 







JH/EM/W71(2015) (iii) 


Atticus taught his children about the prejudices in Maycomb at the time. Lee used Maycomb 


as a microcosm of 1930s America. And she used Atticus as her mouthpiece to voice her 


thoughts of society at the time. When Lee was 5, there was a court couse involving 9 black 


men who were charged with raping these two women in Scottsboro, Alabama. Lee could've 


based the trial on this case. And used Atticus's quote "In our courts, when a whit man's word 


goes against a black man's, the black man always wins. It's ugly but there're the facts of life". 


This quote that Atticus taught his kids is very important. Normally Atticus is a positive thinker, 


but here he says "they're the facts of life". Which highlights his thoughts of Maycomb was in 


need of a change. 


 


During the time of the trial, Atticus stayed outside Tom Robinson's cell. Which turned out 


crucial because a group of men, led by Mr Cunningham were going to lynch Tom. It was 


crucial that Atticus was there because during 1930s America white men formed clans, such 


as the Ku Klux Klan who lynched and even murdered black men. It showed courage for 


Atticus and Scout to risk they're lives trying to disperse the group. But Atticus showed 


determination and eventually the group disperced. This show's another aspect of Atticus's 


parenting style by ensuring that he didn't give up and stuck to his morals. Which he would 


want his children to do also.  


 


One of Atticus's main parenting style was his maxim. His maxim of "you never really 


understand someone until you step in their shoes and walk around in it. He held this maxim 


and used it multiple times throughout the novel. He used it on his kids; about Boo Radley. 


and on many other occasions. he used it on the jury; to put themselves in Tom Robinson's 


shoes. He managed to get one of the jury members to look at it without a prejudiced view. 


And in this time of society, 1930s America, although it was just a baby step it's one step 


close to a better society." It was this quote from Aunt Alexandra that put a up-beat tone to 


the novel. 


 







JH/EM/W71(2015) (iii) 


Lee used Jem as a mirror of Atticus. Whatever Atticus couldn't do, Jem would. This gives the 


reader hope that there will be more people like Atticus in the future.  
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SECTION A


1. Of Mice and Men


Answer part (a) and either part (b) or part (c).


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (a), and about 40 minutes on part (b) or
part (c).


 (a) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


How does John Steinbeck create mood and atmosphere here? Refer closely to the extract 
in your answer. [10]


Either,


 (b) How does John Steinbeck use the character of Candy to highlight some aspects of 
American society in the 1930s? [20]


 Or,


 (c) How does John Steinbeck present the harsh world of the ranch in Of Mice and 
Men? Remember to support your answer with reference to the novel and to comment on 
its social, historical and cultural context. [20]
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They sat by the fire and filled their mouths with beans and chewed mightily. A few beans slipped 
out of the side of Lennie’s mouth. George gestured with his spoon. ‘What you gonna say tomorrow 
when the boss asks you questions?’


Lennie stopped chewing and swallowed. His face was concentrated. ‘I … I ain’t gonna … say a 
word.’


‘Good boy! That’s fine, Lennie! Maybe you’re gettin’ better. When we get the coupla acres I can let 
you tend the rabbits all right. ’Specially if you remember as good as that.’


Lennie choked with pride. ‘I can remember,’ he said.
George motioned with his spoon again. ‘Look, Lennie. I want you to look around here. You can 


remember this place, can’t you? The ranch is about a quarter mile up that way. Just follow the river?’
‘Sure,’ said Lennie. ‘I can remember this. Di’n’t I remember about not gonna say a word?’
“Course you did. Well, look. Lennie – if you jus’ happen to get in trouble like you always done 


before, I want you to come right here an’ hide in the brush.’
‘Hide in the brush,’ said Lennie slowly.
‘Hide in the brush till I come for you. Can you remember that?’
‘Sure I can, George. Hide in the brush till you come.’
‘But you ain’t gonna get in no trouble, because if you do, I won’t let you tend the rabbits.’ He threw 


his empty bean can off into the brush.
‘I won’t get in no trouble, George. I ain’t gonna say a word.’
‘OK. Bring your bindle over here by the fire. It’s gonna be nice sleepin’ here. Lookin’ up, and the 


leaves. Don’t build up no more fire. We’ll let her die down.’
They made their beds on the sand, and as the blaze dropped from the fire the sphere of light grew 


smaller; the curling branches disappeared and only a faint glimmer showed where the tree trunks 
were. From the darkness Lennie called, ‘George – you asleep?’


‘No. Whatta you want?’
‘Let’s have different color rabbits, George.’
‘Sure we will,’ George said sleepily. ‘Red and blue and green rabbits, Lennie. Millions of ’em.’
‘Furry ones, George, like I seen in the fair in Sacramento.’
‘Sure, furry ones.’
“Cause I can jus’ as well go away, George, an’ live in a cave.’
‘You can jus’ as well go to hell,’ said George. ‘Shut up now.’
The red light dimmed on the coals. Up the hill from the river a coyote yammered, and a dog 


answered from the other side of the stream. The sycamore leaves whispered in a little night breeze.
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In To Kill a Mockingbird, Atticus’s ideas about parenting are different from those of 


some other fathers in Maycomb.  How are the relationships between fathers and 


children presented in the novel?  Remember to support you answer with reference to 


the novel and to comment on its social, historical and cultural context. 


 


Atticus's ideas of parenting were quite different to other fathers in Maycomb. Atticus led by 


example, and tried and tested his maxim through the novel. He stuck with what he believed 


in, showing a positive attitude on life to his children. Although the children were quite 


independant, the children always turned to Atticus when it was needed. And Atticus always 


gave a respectful, thoughtful answers. 


 


Atticus was a bit older than the other fathers of Maycomb. At the beginning of the novel the 


kids wanted to play 'football' with him. But due to his age he couldn't. But as the novel 


unfolded he won his childrens respect in other ways. Such as when he shot the wild dog and 


was called "the best shooter in Maycomb". The children greatly respected Atticus and, Jem 


especially, followed his example. 


 


The trial was the climax of the novel. Atticus was defending a black man; Tom Robinson. In 


the eyes of Maycomb, and in the words of Mrs Dubose "Atticus was as good a man as that 


niger he was defending." But Atticus stuck with his morals and purservied throughout the 


trial. Although Atticus knew he fighting a loosing battle. He showed "real courage". He stuck 


with what he believed in and didn't give up something which he wanted his kids to do – show 


"real courage".  


 


Even Scout was confused with his father's thoughts. She asked "Are you really a nigger-


lover" and he replied "I love everyone as equals." This is a good example of his parenting. 


He's teaching his kids to "love everyone as equals". Which is the way he wanted them to be. 


 



Sticky Note

Some candidates wrote just about Atticus and his children while others selected other fathers and children as well.  Examiners accepted either - but which approach would you choose?  Why?



Sticky Note

These comments are all sensible and true but very general and vague.  Can you write a more focused introduction which shows how Atticus is different from other Maycomb parents?



Sticky Note

This is a more detailed reference but is it a good example of Atticus's values as a parent?



Sticky Note

Atticus as a moral example of courage for his children to follow.  A decent point, some direct reference to the text, briefly focused on parenting.



Sticky Note

Another reasonable illustration of Atticus's beliefs and how he teaches them to his children.
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Atticus taught his children about the prejudices in Maycomb at the time. Lee used Maycomb 


as a microcosm of 1930s America. And she used Atticus as her mouthpiece to voice her 


thoughts of society at the time. When Lee was 5, there was a court couse involving 9 black 


men who were charged with raping these two women in Scottsboro, Alabama. Lee could've 


based the trial on this case. And used Atticus's quote "In our courts, when a whit man's word 


goes against a black man's, the black man always wins. It's ugly but there're the facts of life". 


This quote that Atticus taught his kids is very important. Normally Atticus is a positive thinker, 


but here he says "they're the facts of life". Which highlights his thoughts of Maycomb was in 


need of a change. 


 


During the time of the trial, Atticus stayed outside Tom Robinson's cell. Which turned out 


crucial because a group of men, led by Mr Cunningham were going to lynch Tom. It was 


crucial that Atticus was there because during 1930s America white men formed clans, such 


as the Ku Klux Klan who lynched and even murdered black men. It showed courage for 


Atticus and Scout to risk they're lives trying to disperse the group. But Atticus showed 


determination and eventually the group disperced. This show's another aspect of Atticus's 


parenting style by ensuring that he didn't give up and stuck to his morals. Which he would 


want his children to do also.  


 


One of Atticus's main parenting style was his maxim. His maxim of "you never really 


understand someone until you step in their shoes and walk around in it. He held this maxim 


and used it multiple times throughout the novel. He used it on his kids; about Boo Radley. 


and on many other occasions. he used it on the jury; to put themselves in Tom Robinson's 


shoes. He managed to get one of the jury members to look at it without a prejudiced view. 


And in this time of society, 1930s America, although it was just a baby step it's one step 


close to a better society." It was this quote from Aunt Alexandra that put a up-beat tone to 


the novel. 


 



Sticky Note

Clear understanding of the context of the novel shown here, with a nice link with Atticus's words.  



Sticky Note

The candidate selects an important event in the novel and links it with context.  The contextual detail is well chosen and helps to explain why Atticus's behaviour is courageous.



Sticky Note

One problem with this response is that Atticus as a father is not directly discussed but rather tacked on to each point.  Choose 3 events/parts of the novel which show more about Atticus as a parent.
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Lee used Jem as a mirror of Atticus. Whatever Atticus couldn't do, Jem would. This gives the 


reader hope that there will be more people like Atticus in the future.  


 



Sticky Note

Does this response address the question asked?  Are there better approaches to tackling the question?



Text Box

Examiner CommentSome selection of events and ideas in the novel.  Some discussion of Atticus's attitudes as a parent.  Clear understanding of important contextual factors which affect characters and events.  Lacks some clarity and focus on Atticus as a parent.11 marks











